THE INNOVATIVE BUSINESS SOLUTION

To efficiently manage and control the application of your wood products purchasing policy

Discover EKWATO, the digital platform designed by timber industry experts for professionals.
Ekwato is an efficient digital solution to meet your internal, normative or regulatory requirements when purchasing wood products.

It provides a proficient tool to manage complex documentation and risk analysis process for each product, compared to traditional tools.

EKWATO assists your company in managing your compliance with your wood products purchasing policy as well as certifications, and regulations such as the EUTR¹ using a DDS² (collection, risk analysis, risk reduction).

- A professional and digital industry software common to all actors in the timber industry.
- Additional modules to choose from according to your company’s needs.

**COLLECT**
Management and coordination of document collection (importers, buyers)

**SHARE**
Secured sharing platform for documents (exporters, suppliers)

**RISK**
Risk analysis (decision tree)

- Action plan manager (internal, suppliers)
- Supplier audits
- Internal audits

**Mobile application**
Management of non-conformities

**Dashboard**
(multi-station / multi-site)

(¹) EUTR: European Union Timber Regulation; (²) DDS: Due Diligence System.

**EKWATO** EKWATO is a member of ATIBT, La Wood Tech and a Fair & Precious partner.

**DIGITALIZE**
simplify your processes

**AUTOMATE**
significantly optimize your time

**SIMPLIFY**
facilitate the management of your numerous documents and emails

**PILOT**
better evaluate and guide your decisions

**AUDIT**
diagnose and supervise, to keep your company safe

**MANAGE IN REAL TIME**
administer remotely and operate, multi-station and multi-site

**SECURE**
improve your self-evaluations

**ERGONOMIZE**
improve the working experience of your employees

**CONTROL**
be in line with your action plans and regulations

**BE EFFICIENT**
free up time and resources

**DISCOVER THE DIGITAL PLATFORM EKWATO.**
Book your demo: on our website, by phone, by email.

+33 (0)6 50 35 06 35
contact@ekwato.com
www.ekwato.com